Persons who are travelling with, or
visiting, a family member who is an
EU/EEA national
– These documents are required when
applying for a visa
Name:
Date of birth:
Citizenship:

Documents which shows that you are travelling with, or visiting, a family member
who is an EU/EEA national
You must hand in documents which together shows that






the person you are travelling with or visiting is
o a citizen of another EU/EEA country than Norway who is moving to, living in or visiting
Norway, or
o a Norwegian citizen who is living in another EU/EEA country, or has lived there on a
permanent basis and is moving back to Norway and
you are a close family member of this person (spouse/partner/cohabitant/child who is under the
age of 21/ child who is over the age of 21 and is supported financially by the parent / parent who is
supported financially by their child), and
you will be travelling with this person to Norway, or join him or her in Norway.

Examples of documents you may hand in to show this, dependent on your situation:






marriage certificate
birth certificate (if visiting a parent or child)
bank statements which show that the EU/EEA national supports you financially
flight tickets which shows that you are travelling together
documentation which shows that the EU/EEA national already lives in Norway

You may also hand in other, or additional, documents that are relevant to your situation.

You must also hand in all of these documents
 valid passport (the passport must have at least two free pages)
 cover letter from the Application Portal (you will receive this by email after you have filled in the
application form online)
 1 passport photo, not older than 6 months
 if you are under the age of 18: Written consent from both parents, or the parent who is not
joining you on this trip.

